Errata for *LEGO Micro Cities* (updated to 3rd printing)

**Page 15:** In the last row, “3023” should be “3020”

**Page 25:** In the first row, “3062” should be “3062b”

**Page 35:** At the bottom of the page, “3062” should be “3062b”

**Page 45:** At the bottom of the page, the second “1x” should be “2x”

**Page 51:** In the first row, “3062” should be “3062b,” and at the end of the second row, “16x” should be “20x”

**Page 61:** In the last row, “3023” should be “3020”

**Page 76:** In 9, second row, the first “1x” should be “2x”

**Page 83:** In the second row, third position, “6x” should be “12x,” and in the fourth row, the first “3x” should be “1x,” the second “3x” should be “1x,” the third “3x” should be “2x,” and the fourth “3x” should be “1x”

**Page 87:** In 12, “16x” should be “12x”

**Page 136:** In the first row, the fourth “2x” should be “16x,” the fifth “2x” should be “4x,” and the last “2x” should be “50x”
and in the second row, the first “2x” should be “34x,” the second “2x” should be “4x,” the third “2x” should be “6x,” the fourth “2x” should be “4x,” and the fifth “2x” should be “1x”
and in the third row, the first “2x” should be “3x,” the second “2x” should be “1x,” the fourth “2x” should be “1x,” the fifth “2x” should be “6x,” and the sixth “2x” should be “1x”

**Page 176:** “3062” should be “3062b”

**Page 187:** “3062” should be “3062b”